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7b0fde9e6beNow Commenting On: Stephen Brunt has had unexpected
impact in Arizona Don Juan Moore/Getty Images By Thomas Harding /
MLB.com | SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. -- The guys did a great job of hiding
Stephen Brunt. Brunt popped into the World Series with only 39 games
of big-league experience, but he's on the verge of being the hottest hitter

in the Major Leagues as the Rangers face the Cardinals in Game 3 of
the Fall Classic on Tuesday night. He's been the Rangers' cleanup hitter
in their last two games, going 3-for-5 with a double, a homer and a walk

in Game 1 and 1-for-3 with a double in Game 2. Texas put him in its
lineup in place of Mike Napoli, who exited after Game 1 with back

spasms. Brunt has made the most of his first big-league start,
contributing a combined.556 batting average (6-for-11) with two
doubles, two homers and five walks over his past two games. The

Cardinals only took one free-agent hitter into the trade, Brunt said,
laughing that St. Louis probably put him into some of those lineups too.

"It's kind of funny," he said. "They just told me, 'If you start hitting,
then we're gonna put you in the lineup.' I'm kind of in the lineup now."

He was taken by the Cardinals in the Rule 5 Draft after an up-and-down
Minor League career that included a sensational 22-homer, 12-steal

performance at Triple-A Memphis. His season was cut short by a stress
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fracture in his right foot that required surgery, and there were questions
about whether he'd ever come back to a big league club. Brunt returned
to the Rangers' roster in August and has started delivering the kind of

production that was missing the past several seasons. He has a.287
batting average with five extra-base hits, four walks and eight runs in 14
games for Texas this postseason. "It's been a lot of fun," said Brunt, who

called it "a dream come true" to be in Arizona again. "I think I'm in a
good place in my life right now. I've been feeling really good and have

been working really hard. I'm trying to stay away 3da54e8ca3
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